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Editorial
Page 3. Another rendez-vouz in Orvieto: a foremost appointment
David Lazzari

INTERVIEW. Stress and Health
Page 4. Describing and assessing the effect of happiness on health.
An interview with Andrew Steptoe, psychologist and expert on the relationship
among stress, psychological wellbeing and physical health. Andrew Steptoe
could be defined as the “epidemiologist with a soul” as his work focuses on
understanding the protective effect of happiness on our health. He dispels the
commonplaces about epidemiology considered as a cold science, far from the
problems of the single patients.
Paola Emilia Cicerone

Dossier. Stress and health
Page 7. The worsening of depression increases death risk among the
elderly subjects.
How does the severity of depressive symptoms and its variations in time affect
the mortality in elderly people? Does a total or partial remission reduce mortality?
These questions find an answer in an Italian longitudinal study whose results ring
alarm bells.
L. Galluzzo, E. Scafato, C. Gandin, S. Ghirini, S.Martire, G. Farchi
Page 10. Food-addicted. The psycho-neuro-endocrine basis of obesity and
metabolic syndrome
The most recent studies indicate that consumption of certain food (sugarsweetened drinks and snacks) activates the dopaminergic system related to
pleasure thus involving the same cerebral circuits activated by psychotropic
drugs that generate addiction such as cocaine and heroin.
Anna Giulia Bottaccioli
Page 12. Stress hormones and psychological representation
Stress and its hormones alter the immune system asset exposing us to infectious
diseases. Once the contagion has occurred and has been diagnosed, some
primary defense mechanisms (such as denial) trigger a psychological attitude
which is hostile to the emotional processing of the pathology and hinders the
path of adaptation.
Alessandro Pejrano
Page 14. Emotions and immunity: an update.
New findings are enriching the knowledge on emotions and immune system.
Some of them are quite amazing such as the impact of salivary glands on the
regulation of inflammation. It is remarkable the confirmation of the role played by
stress during pregnancy and the first stages of life.
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NEUROSCIENCES. STRESS AND HEALTH
Page 16. How the brain changes after psychotherapy.
Neuroimaging studies conducted on patients affected by Posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) show cerebral blood changes in the volume of neurons and their
density and, more recently, in the brain’s electrical signal.
Marco Pagani, Sara Carletto
Page 20. Meditation neuroimaging.
The most recent neuroimaging studies show how meditation based on
mindfulness can have significant effects on our mind and brain.
Alberto Chiesa
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EDITORIAL
Another rendez-vouz in Orvieto: a foremost appointment
David Lazzari – Sipnei President – Organizer for the Master Course on
Integrated Stress Management, University of Perugia (Terni Campus).
On the 25th May, different healthcare paths will cross at the Orvieto meeting
where Andrew Steptoe will be our guest. The first Master Course on Integrated
Stress Management from a Pnei perspective will be concluded and on that
occasion awards in memory of Robert Ader will be distributed.
I would like to share a few more thoughts to the events that lead to this
appointment.
We started the master course because we wanted to implement the data
collected by PNEI in order to achieve an integrated stress management with a
biopsychosocial point of view. As we were planning the Master programme, at
the end of 2011, we decided to commemorate the 35 years of George L. Engel’s
article first publication. Soon after we were informed that Robert Ader, one of the
founder of PNEI, had passed away. Perhaps not many know that in spite of the
age difference, Engel (a physician) and Ader (a psychologist) had developed a
long relationship.
The article about Ader’s experiment appeared in 1975 while Engel’s article was
published in 1977, both of them worked at the University of Rochester Medical
Center. When Engel retired from teaching in 1980, Ader wrote an article in his
honour. Later Rochester University appointed Dr. Bob Ader as the George Engel
Professor of Psychosocial Medicine.
This brief excursus shows the link between PNEI and the biopsychosocial model
and how barriers between medicine and psychology are most of the times
produced artificially! We could not have a better testimonial to prove this point as
Andrew Steptoe. Distinguished psychologist and epidemiologist, he collaborated
with Robert Ader in writing “Psychoneuroimmunology” (Ader, 2007). Still together
with Ader they were part of the board of the “Psychosomatic Medicine” review
which published the famous Ader’s article (1975) and the article in honour of
Engel (1980) and recently a commemoration of Robert Ader.
Steptoe worked in the field of psychology, health, behavioural medicine,
developed strategies for the assessment and the change of subjective factors
connected to health and disease, focusing especially on the weight of
psychosocial factors in health and treatment (Steptoe 2010, 2012). As the head
of
the
English
Longitudinal
Study
of
Ageing
research
group
(http://www.ifs.org.uk) he investigated “successful ageing” and this will be the
theme for our symposium on 25th May.
It will be an extraordinary venue having Steptoe to participate to the awards of
Ader Prizes to the best students in the same hall where we had previously held
the Stress and Life conference. It is a remarkable experience for teachers and
students to deepen and convert into practice. We have learned a lot and the
learned lessons will be used on the next Master Course edition.
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The content of its themes and the enthusiasm for it will make of Orvieto’s
meeting a very stimulating day.
I am looking forward to meeting many SIPNEI members and friends.
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